MINNESOTA TWINS CELEBRATE DIVERSITY DAY AT TARGET FIELD

Fans in attendance at Diversity Day at Target Field were treated to a full day of cultural dancing and baseball. As fans entered the stadium, they were welcomed with music from a variety of cultures. Additionally, the Twins celebrated the diverse cultures that make up Twins Territory by inviting several different pre-game performers to partake in the festivities. Performers included Tropical Zone, Darnell Davis and the Remnant, Hmong Community School of Excellence and DJ Angel. In the Legends Club, there was a display from Green Card Voices where guests could read various stories of the immigrants in our state and watch their videos online. The pre-game festivities culminated in an on field parade of community members throughout Twins Territory. Click on the photos to experience all the festivities from Diversity Day!

On August 1st, 2015, The Minnesota Twins celebrated the newspaper’s 80th anniversary and presented the Minnesota Spokesman-Recorder in honor of their service. The Liga Latina de Béisbol held their All-Star game on July 25th. The American League team defeated the National League team 13-7. The Minnesota Twins are proud of their strong partnership with the league and were honored to have played a role in making the All-Star game a success.

Eddie Rosario was drafted in 2010 and began his professional career in the Gulf Coast League where he led the league in stolen bases with 22. Last season, Rosario started the season with the Fort Myers Miracle and was later promoted to AA New Britain. In his 87 games between both levels he hit .243 with 20 doubles, eight home runs, 40 RBI and 45 runs scored. Rosario started the season with the Fort Myers Miracle and was later promoted to AA New Britain. In his 87 games between both levels he hit .243 with 20 doubles, eight home runs, 40 RBI and 45 runs scored. Since then, he’s been a key aspect of the Twins outfield defense in left field and is hitting .280 with five home runs, 24 RBI and nine stolen bases.
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